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Представлены результаты интерферометрической обработки данных крупномасштабного океанографи-
ческого эксперимента SWARM-95 на побережье Нью-Джерси. В ходе эксперимента была проведена детальная 
регистрация гидродинамики водных слоев с  помощью разработанной системы океанографических сенсоров 
(CTD). Данная система позволила выполнить океанографические съемки интенсивных внутренних волн с вы-
соким разрешением, используя как заякоренные, так и буксируемые сенсоры. Акустическая составляющая экс-
перимента SWARM-95 проводилась с использованием двух стационарных акустических трасс, ориентированных 
под разными углами к фронту интенсивных внутренних волн. Интенсивные внутренние волны в эксперименте 
приводили к значительным акустическим эффектам, обусловленным рефракцией модовых лучей в горизонталь-
ной плоскости и взаимодействием вертикальных мод. В работе показано, что в результате голографической об-
работки интерференционной структуры поля в точке приема формируются две отдельные группы спектральных 
пятен. Первый набор спектральных пятен соответствует звуковому полю в невозмущенном волноводе. Второй 
набор спектральных пятен соответствует гидродинамическому возмущению звукового поля интенсивными вну-
тренними волнами. Данный эффект наблюдается для обеих акустических трасс эксперимента. Показано, что 
интерференционная структура звукового поля в невозмущенном волноводе и его гидродинамическое возмуще-
ние восстанавливаются отдельно путем фильтрации спектральных пятен в области голограммы. В работе проде-
монстрированно восстановление передаточной функция невозмущенного волновода и временная изменчивость 
гидродинамики океанской среды.

Ключевые слова: гидродинамика, океанический шельф, внутренние волны, звуковое поле, интерферограмма, 
голограмма.
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The results of data interferometric processing of the oceanographic large-scale experiment SWARM-95 on the coast of New 
Jersey are submitted in the paper. During the experiment, numerous sensors were deployed for registrations of hydrodynamics 
of water layers. They performed high-resolution oceanographic surveys of intensive internal waves by using conductivity–tem-
perature–depth (CTD) casts and tows sensors. The acoustic component of experiment SWARM-95 is carried out on two station-
ary acoustic tracks at presence of intensive internal waves. The intensive internal waves led to significant 3D acoustic effects: 
horizontal refraction of modes and modes coupling. Within framework of experimental data processing the interference pattern 
of source sound field in receiver is analyzed by holographic processing. In result of holographic processing of interference pat-
tern the two separated sets of spectral spots are obtained. The first set of spectral spots corresponds to sound field in unperturbed 
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waveguide. The second set of spectral spots corresponds to hydrodynamic perturbation of sound field by IIW. The interference 
patterns of sound field in unperturbed waveguide and its hydrodynamic perturbation are recovered separately by filtering of one 
set of spectral spots in hologram domain. The transmission function of the unperturbed waveguide and the temporal variability 
of the ocean environment are restored.

Key words: hydrodynamics, oceanic shelf, internal waves, sound field, interferogram, hologram.

1. Introduction

In ocean environment, waveguide dispersion and the multimode nature of sound propagation lead to self-or-
ganization of the interference structure (interferogram) of a moving or stationary broadband noise source. The 
stable set of localized interference bands is formed in the frequency — time domain [1, 2]. The interference 
bands are vertical for stationary source. The slope of interference bands is different from vertical for mov-
ing source. The interferometric processing of hydroacoustic information based on a double Fourier transform 
of coherently accumulated spectral sound intensity along interference bands are proposed and approbated in 
[3–15]. The spectral density of the source obtained as result of the integral Fourier transform can be called a 
Fourier hologram. The spectral density in hologram domain is concentrated within a narrow band in the form of 
focal spots due to the interference of sound field modes with different numbers. Source image reconstruction is 
achieved by filtering of the two-dimensional spectral density of the source in hologram domain. The 2D inverse 
Fourier transform of spectral density filtered in hologram domain allows obtain the pure interference structure 
of source without any noise. Such purification of the source signal from obstacles does not require knowledge of 
the nature of the signal, noise and transmission function of waveguide.

The researches of interferometry in hydroacoustics were started at papers [1, 2]. The mechanism of for-
mation of the interference pattern (interferograms) of broadband source in the domain of distance-frequency 
is considered in these papers firstly. The interference field forming an interference pattern is due to the wave-
guide dispersion, i. e., the frequency dependence of the propagation constants (horizontal wavenumbers) of 
sound field modes. The using of frequency shifts of interference pattern maxima to monitor oceanic inho-
mogeneities [3, 4] and solving of some applied problems of hydroacoustics [5–7] showed a high potential of 
this approach.

Further progress made in recent years in researches of hydroacoustics interferometry was associated with 
the using of 2D Fourier transformation of interference pattern (interferometric method of source localization) 
[8–15]. The criterion of the applicability of the interferometric method is derived, the source detection crite-
rion is defined, the estimations of source coordinates (direction, distance, velocity, depth) are obtained, noise 
immunity is analyzed, the stability in relation to variations of hydroacoustic parameters of the waveguide is 
estimated, the possibilities of resolving of several sources are researched in these papers.

The interferometric method was successfully approved in computational and natural experiments. It is 
should be noted that the possibility of application of spectrograms in hydroacoustic interferometry was pre-
viously considered in the paper [16]. However, the extraction of information about source parameters from 
spectrograms and its application for solving of inverse problems was offered for the first time in [8–15].

The physics basics of source interference pattern recovery are derived mathematically and are proofed by 
computer modeling and experimental data in papers [8–15]. But the problem of influence of hydrodynamic 
variations waveguide on source interference pattern recovery has to research. The possibility of obtaining infor-
mation about hydrodynamic perturbations by using interferometric method has not considered as well.

At the presence of hydrodynamic perturbations, the variations of refractive index cause changes of hor-
izontal wave numbers of modes in relation to unperturbed values. As a result, the sound field interferogram 
determined by the difference of the horizontal wave numbers of modes can be considered as superposition 
of two independent interferograms. The first interferogram is interference structure of sound field in un-
perturbed waveguide. The second interferogram is interference structure of sound field scattered by per-
turbation. In this case, the 2D Fourier transform of interferograms superposition forms two independent 
localized spectral spots in hologram domain. One of them, due to the unperturbed sound field interference, 
is concentrated mainly in the direction of the time axis of hologram. The second group of spectral spots, 
caused by hydrodynamic perturbation, is localized in the direction of the frequency axis of hologram. Fil-
tration of different regions of localization of spectral densities allows to obtain holograms of unperturbed 
and scattered fields separately. The applying of inverse 2D Fourier transform to them allows reconstructing 
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of interferograms of unperturbed sound field and fields scattered by hydrodynamic variability separately. 
Thus, such interferometric processing of received acoustics signals gives us possibility of reconstruction of 
transmission function of unperturbed waveguide and parameters of the temporal variability of hydrodynam-
ic perturbation.

In this paper, the possibilities of the offered interferometric processing for reconstructing of transmission func-
tion of unperturbed waveguide at the presence of intense internal waves (IIW) are considered by using of data of 
experiment SWARM-95. The reconstruction of parameters of intensive internal waves is demonstrated as well.

2. Experiment SWARM’95

Large-scale experiment SWARM-95 was carried out on New Jersey coast [17–19]. Two stationary acoustic 
tracks were located at angles β1 = 5° and β2 = 39° to front of IIW. Angle between acoustic tracks α = 34° (fig. 1) 
[17–18]. The first acoustic track is from air gun source to VLA 1 (vertical antenna). Distance between source 
and VLA 1 is 14.98 km. The second acoustic track is from air gun source to VLA 2. Distance between source and 
VLA 1 is 17.95 km. The wave front width exceeded the acoustic tracks lengths.

During the experiment, numerous sensors were deployed for registrations of hydrodynamics of water lay-
ers. They performed high-resolution oceanographic surveys of intensive internal waves by using conductivity–
temperature–depth (CTD) casts and tows. The IIW amplitude reached ≅ 10–20 m; the propagation velocity 
of IIW was ≅ 1–1.5 m/s. The interval of time variability of IIW is ≅ 10–15 min. The air gun source placed at a 
depth of 12 m and radiated pulses continually. The duration of each pulse was 0.3 second. The main intensity 
of the signal was concentrated in the frequency band 30–650 Hz. The signal from a single hydrophone of a ver-
tical antenna located on the depth of 36 m was processed in the 
paper. IIW cased significant horizontal refraction of sound field 
on the first acoustic track (β1 = 5°). IIW cased modes coupling on 
second track (β2 = 39°). Part of experimental records of space-
time of IIW on first acoustic track is shown on fig. 2 [17–19]. 
The X axis coincided with the IIW front direction. To demon-
strate the IIW dynamics, fig. 2 shows (on the assumption that the 
IIW is immobile) the detector and source motions with respect 
to the medium. As generally accepted in hydrodynamics, single 
perturbation in space-time dynamics of IIW is be referred to as 
internal solitons.

Significant horizontal refraction is due to the cross gradi-
ent (with respect to the path of acoustic field propagation) of  Fig. 1. Experiment scheme.

Fig. 2. Space-time dynamics of first acoustic track in relation to IIW.
SWARM’95 18:00–20:00 GMT, 4 August 1995.
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horizontal wavenumber of modes [20]. The perturbation of horizontal wavenumber of modes is propor-
tional to cross gradient of water layer refractive index and value of vertical displacements of water layers 
in thermocline region. At a fixed mode number, the depends resonantly on frequency, and the position of 
maximum blue shifts with an increase in the mode number [17–19].

The space-time dynamics of first acoustic track in relation to IIW during experiment is shown on fig. 2. The 
results of sound intensity horizontal distribution of the third mode for different moments of the perturbations 
shown on fig. 2 are presented on fig. 3.

The acoustic track is shown by a straight line on fig. 3. On fig. 3(a) and 3(b), the source is located in the 
region between the local minimum of the sound velocity distribution in the horizontal plane, i. e. in the region 
of internal soliton peak. The defocusing of sound intensity of third mode is observed for such situation. The 
sound intensity is defocused along the IIW front direction but it is concentrated along acoustic track. The fig. 
3(c) and 3(d) corresponds to the case when the source is in local minimum of sound velocity distribution in 
the horizontal plane, i. e., between two neighboring internal solitons. The focusing of sound intensity of third 
mode is observed for such situation. All horizontal rays leave the acoustic track and are concentrated along IIW 
front. Horizontal rays corresponding to all sound field modes, leave simultaneously the acoustic track. At such 
moment the minimal intensity of received signals is observed throughout the entire depth of sound channel, i. e. 
on all hydrophones of the receiving antenna (VLA 1). When the source is in region of soliton peak, the sound 
field deviates from the IIW front direction. At this time moment the horizontal rays corresponding to all the 
sound field modes arrive simultaneously at the acoustic track. As a result, maximum intensity of received signals 
is observed simultaneously on all hydrophones of the vertical receiving antenna.

As result we obtain the experimental time-space variability of depth distribution of total intensity of received 
signals presented on fig. 4. The experimental result is corresponding to SWARM’95 18:00–19:00 GMT on 4 
August 1995.

It should be noted that the dependence of the refractive effects on the frequency is resonant and selective in 
relation to the mode structure of the sound field. On fig. 5 frequency dependences of relative perturbations of 
horizontal wave numbers of different modes with numbers: 1, 2, 3, 4 are shown for hydroacoustic parameters 
of SWARM’95 experiment. Resonant frequencies are 50 Hz for mode 1, 65 Hz for mode 2, 150 Hz for mode 

Fig. 3. Horizontal structure of the third-mode field: (a, b) defocusing, (c, d) focusing, (a, c) horizontal rays,  
and (b, d) third-mode intensity. The sound frequency is 150 Hz.
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3, 225 Hz for mode 4. It is obvious that a similar frequency dependence of value of horizontal refraction should 
be manifested in the frequency dependence of sound intensity fluctuations in received signals corresponding to 
separated modes.

3. Interferometric processing of SWARM’95 data

As described above on the first acoustic track (source-VLA 1) the IIW led to significant horizontal refrac-
tion of sound field. On the second acoustic track (source-VLA 2) IIW cause significant coupling of modes of 
the source field. Horizontal refraction and modes coupling are two limiting cases of IIW influence on acoustic 
fields. These cases allow us to analyze the influence of the orientation of acoustic trace in relation to front of 
IIW on interferometry of hydrodynamics of ocean shelf caused by IIW. In our approach an interferogram is the 
square of the sound field absolute value in the frequency-time domain. The structure of interferogram is formed 
by interference of sound field modes. The hologram is 2D Fourier transformation of interferogram in our paper.

Interferogram and corresponding hologram for frequency band 40 Hz (380–420 Hz) for received signals on 
both acoustic tracks are shown in fig. 6. The absolute value of normalized spectrogram in the three-dimensional 

image is denoted as ˆ .F
One can see two types of elements of interferograms on fig. 6, a, d for both acoustic tracks. The first of them 

are vertical bands caused by interference of sound field modes in unperturbed waveguide. The second of them 
are horizontal bands caused by increasing and decreasing of sound field due to waveguide perturbation by IIW. 
It should be noted that time- variability of frequency distribution on interferogram of fig. 6, a corresponding to 
time variability of depth distribution of total intensity of received signals presented on fig. 4.

As result of mentioned above structure interferograms on fig. 6, a, d we obtain special structure of hologram 
on fig. 6, b, c, e, f. The focal spots are concentrated mainly on time and frequency axes of hologram. The focal 
spots concentrated on time axes correspond to sound field in unperturbed waveguide. The focal spots concen-
trated on frequency axes to hydrodynamic perturbation of sound field by IIW. Outside of these spots, the spec-
tral density is suppressed significantly. The intersection of focal spots of spectral intensity is absent practically. 
That structure of hologram makes it possible to separate unperturbed transfer function and temporal variability 
of perturbation due to IIW in hologram domain. One can see, that qualitative structure of interferograms and 
holograms is not depend on the orientation of the acoustic track in relation to the IIW front. So, interferomet-
ric processing of received signals on ocean shelf gives us unique opportunities to obtain unperturbed transfer 
function in the presence of hydrodynamic perturbation of environment. These opportunities are inaccessible 
for other processing methods in hydroacoustics.

The results of selecting of focal spots on the frequency axis ν of the holograms and applying a 2D inverse 
Fourier transform to them are presented in fig. 7 for both acoustic tracks.

Fig. 5. Frequency dependence of relative 
perturbation of modes wave numbers.

Experiment SWARM’95. Sound field modes 
with numbers: 1, 2, 3, 4.

Fig. 4. Time variability of depth distribution of received signals 
intensity.

SWARM’95 18:00–19:00 GMT on 4 August 1995.
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Fig. 6. Normalized (a, d) interferograms and (b, c, e, f) holograms for range 380–420 Hz.
First acoustic track (a, b, c). Second acoustic track (d, e, f). Experiment SWARM’95.
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Fig. 7. Filtering of hologram of signals perturbation (a, b, d, e). Reconstruction of interferogram  
of signals perturbation (c, f). First acoustic track (a, b, c). Second acoustic track (d, e, f).
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In this case, filtering cuts off the focal spots of the hologram in the direction of time axis τ; therefore, the 
reconstructed interferogram is of sets of horizontal localized bands are due to the hydrodynamic perturbation 
by IIW. Their intensity is proportional to the squared amplitude of IIW.

The filtering of focal spots on the time axis τ and the application of inverse 2D Fourier transform to cleaned 
hologram for reconstruction of interferogram of the unperturbed waveguide are shown in fig. 8.

Fig. 8. Filtering of hologram of unperturbed signals (a, b, d, e). Reconstruction of interferogram  
of unperturbed signals (c, f). First acoustic track (a, b, c). Second acoustic track (d, e, f).
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The interferogram consist of vertical localized bands, which are due to the interference of sound field modes 
of unperturbed waveguide. The count of modes forming the source field increases with an increase in frequency. 
That leads to small-scale frequency variability of the transfer function.

The variating of frequency causes redistribution of signal spectral density in focal spots located along the 
time τ and frequency ν axes of the holograms. The distribution of signal spectral density in focal spots is de-
scribed by the ratio:

( ) ( )
( )

max

max

,  
,

,  

F f
g f

F f

n
=

τ

where ( )max ,  F fn  and ( )max ,  F fτ  — are the maxima of focal spots in spectrogram, which correspond to the 
perturbed and unperturbed signals, respectively. The frequency dependence of the ratio ( )g f  with is shown in 
fig. 9. One can see that dependence ( )g f  has resonant form and a has frequency period of variability ≅ 34 and 
42 Hz. The intensity of focal spots caused by the horizontal refraction of normal waves on first track is higher 
than intensity of focal spots caused by the coupling of modes on second track.

4. Conclusion

The interferometric method described above allows us develop new approach to acoustic monitoring of hy-
drodynamic variability of ocean environment. This approach is based on analysis of interference of sound field 
modes radiated by a broadband source. When the oceanic environment is perturbed, the hologram of the source 
interferogram consists of two disjoint regions of focal spots corresponding to unperturbed and perturbed signals. 
Thus, the reconstructed interferogram can be divided on two types. First one is interferogram corresponding to 
unperturbed waveguide. Second one is perturbation of interference by hydrodynamic variations of waveguide. 
That allows to obtain an unperturbed interferogram of sound field and to observe space-time variability of prop-
agation environment separately.

The unique property of hologram of sound field interference structure on receiver is transmission of unperturbed 
sound field through inhomogeneous random waveguide. The base of this property of hologram consists of superpo-
sition of interference structures of two types: interference structure of unperturbed and perturbed sound field. The 
results are presented in this paper may be used for underwater communication at presence of uncontrolled variations 
of propagation environment and for acoustic monitoring of hydrodynamic perturbations of ocean shelf.

Summarizing the results obtained on the two tracks, it can be assumed that interferometry is applicable to 
other types of oceanic hydrodynamics, such as background internal waves, surface waves, tidal fluctuations. 
Thus, interferometric processing of hydroacoustic acoustic signals enriches information technologies of hydro-
dynamics with new opportunities that allow a deeper look at the objective reality.

This research was supported by grants of RFBR (№ 19–29–06075 and № 19–38–90326).
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